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Introduction 

Virtual walks in Flemish cultural-historic cities:  

       

        Google Streetview                                       Open Streetmap 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 chosen route  

         

        PCCR : Pupil center corneal reflection 

       

        Reflection angles reveal the gaze direction and result 

        in a dataset of timestamps attributed with x,y   

        coordinates of the eye’s position on the screen.  

       

           

 
 

       

  

 

            globalisation   tourism    travel 
 

 

     - Confrontation with unusual traffic environments. 

 

     - Confrontation with unusual traffic behaviour. 

 

     - Confrontation with unexpected road users. 

 

     - Traffic safety has a different meaning in different   

         places and cultures. 

 

 

How do international visitors perceive local traffic 

environments? 
 

     Case study by mean of eye-tracking during    

     virtual walks in tourist historic cities.  

 

      
 

      

Materials and methods 

Analysis: Route choice and fixation metrics 

Test persons characteristics 

 

 

               Eye-tracker screen recordings      +       fixation locations 

                            

 

 

 

Route choices             fixation overlay               

      

 

 

Research questions 
 

- Is there a dependency between origin, fixation 

metrics and route choices? 

 

- How do international visitors navigate Flemish 

cultural historic cities and which traffic features 

attract their attention. 

 

- Are international visitors distracted from 

traffic/traffic infrastructure in favour of 

environmental features (e.g. Historic buildings, 

information signs, etc.). 

 

- Can this method be used to evaluate the readability of 

the traffic infrastructure? 

 
Route choice 

 
Which streets are inviting, which streets are repulsive? 

 

  Based on test persons characteristics, can we   

  find cultural differences in the route choice of   

  international visitors? 

 

Fixation Metrics 
 

Fixation locations reveal those features which where attended 

by the test persons. Visual attention provide insight into human 

cognitive processes (Just and Carpenter, 1976) and so fixated 

features reveal processing schemas of viewed traffic 

environments. 

 

  Fixation counts, fixation durations and time to   

  first  fixation on/of traffic infrastructural    

  features can be used to quantify the readability 

 

References: Marcel Adam Just and Patricia A. Carpenter. Eye fixations and cognitive processes. Cognitive psychology. 8: 441-480, 1976 

  

Significant fixated features  

with real geographic x,y 

coordinates and several 

fixation metrics 
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